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You don't have to be a film buff to enjoy personal movies. Ashampoo Movie Menu provides the easy
and intuitive interface to design a fun collection of images, shapes and text objects that you can
drop into a DVD or Blu-ray menu. A simple and intuitive wizard guides you through the process of

design and preview creation with specific and intuitive features. Create DVD and Blu-ray disc menus:
Choose a feature that matches your needs and go for the creation of DVD or Blu-ray disc menus.

Either create a simple menu with items that appear as snapshots, play a video as your main content,
or add an introduction on the disc. Even spice up your discs with animations, interactive elements or

interesting transitions. You can also create an intro movie that plays while the main content is
displayed. Extract and import video: You can import a video file, a series of videos, or a folder with
selected video files. Choose the format you need and select and arrange the objects as you wish.
Crop, rotate and color options: As you design your projects, you can resize the objects, crop them,
rotate them or even use transparency and color to customize them. Customize the appearance of
your projects: Create an appearance theme for your projects, choose a variety of colors and adapt
them to the specific screen on which you want to preview and burn your projects. Save locally or
burn to disk: The final step is to choose how to process your project: whether to save it locally,

whether to burn it to disk or whether to simply preview it. Share your creations on the web: You can
share your projects on the web with their preview or a combination of both or upload them to your

public folder or Dropbox account. All you have to do is to copy a link and you're done. Simplest
interface for beginners and experts: Uncover the secrets of the application with our intuitive

interface. Our friendly wizard guides you through all possible steps in an easy to use and intuitive
interface. Why should you choose Ashampoo Movie Menu: Watch and personalize your own DVDs or
Blu-ray discs. With Ashampoo Movie Menu you can import your movies and create, preview and burn

a menu to your own DVD or Blu-ray disc. No matter what you want to do with your project,
Ashampoo Movie Menu provides the tools and the means to achieve your goal. It is the most

powerful tool in its category. Ashampoo Movie Menu is universal: Ashampoo
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Ashampoo Photo Studio 23 performs the following tasks: 1. Organize your digital photos into albums
and sub-albums 2. Filter images with the new and improved Patchworks interface 3. Edit images

using the Color Curves and LUT (Grayscale and Colour) editing tools 4. Burn images to disk and
create a calendar from images 5. Import images from your webcam 6. Share pictures via Facebook

and Twitter 7. Embed images into your web pages 8. Crop, rotate and apply various effects to
images 9. Merge, rotate and tilt multiple photos 10. Enhance colored images with the new Color

Curves and LUT tools 11. Enhance the colors of black and white images 12. Burn CD/DVD or share
photos via email 13. Apply corrections to black-and-white images 14. Burn your photos to a CD or

DVD with Ashampoo Photo Studio 15. Create a photo calendar 16. Import and export images to and
from your camera 17. Convert and optimize images 18. Organize your images into sub-folders 19.
Create JPG-images from your RAW photos 20. Convert your RAW images to JPEGs 21. Support for

RAW file formats JPG, TIFF, JFIF and RAW 22. Create high-resolution images 23. Convert RAW files to
any of the supported RAW file formats 24. Cut, copy and paste multiple images 25. Organize your

photos in a calendar 26. Import and export RAW files from a digital camera 27. Import images to the
computer from a scanner 28. Import scanned images to the computer 29. Send photos via email 30.
Change the displayed icons in the main program 31. Ability to display your photos from the SD card

32. Support for 13 RAW formats (TIFF, JPG, CRW, DNG, KAK, OMF, ARW, ORF, PEF, PFR, PSD, PXR,
SXR) 33. Ability to save RAW file formats in a JPEG format 34. Burn any JPEG files as photo-albums
35. Recover deleted images from the SD card 36. Create slideshow and strip slideshow 37. Sorting
and classification of folders, sub-albums, and files 38. Split large files 39. Convert movie files to a

variety of formats 40. Upload, download and edit video files from the b7e8fdf5c8
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Anyone can create a video menu with Ashampoo Movie Menu! Choose a theme to create a unique
look for your content. Simply select the AVI files you want to include in your menu. You can even use
your own pictures and apply a picture transition when players select your content. Sharing is simple:
YouTube and Vimeo supported. You can upload directly to YouTube and/or Vimeo and get streaming
videos directly on your display. The option to upload a video for offline access is also included. Why
Ashampoo Movie Menu? Easy to use: Create a menu with intuitive wizard-driven features for your
multimedia collection. You do not need any tech or media expertise. Multiple formats and devices:
Save media on DVD, Blu-ray, media stick, CD, mobile, smartphone, tablet or TV. You can also convert
your content to MP4 files for sharing on YouTube, Vimeo, Facebook, and other video-sharing sites.
Guaranteed quality: We tested Ashampoo Movie Menu with a variety of AVI and MP4 videos.
Ashampoo Movie Menu supports various formats and frame rates. You will never lose quality during
conversion. Abundant personalization: You can select in-canvas objects, font and logos from a
library. You can also edit colors, transparency and other properties. With a few mouse clicks you can
create a unique look for your content. Support for video and audio effects: Ashampoo Movie Menu
automatically detects the right effects for your content to make it fit your design perfectly. Various
transitions and animations are included. Movie Menu - Ashampoo Slideshow: Thousands of images,
videos, graphics and other file formats are supported. You can use your own pictures, themes and
logos, or simply choose one of the provided themes. You can also use a variety of media content
effects, such as title effects, slide effects and transition effects. Ashampoo Slideshow - Ashampoo
Movie Menu: Create stylish presentation slideshows for important occasions. The application creates
slideshows for DVDs, Blu-ray, USB, media sticks, CDs or Android devices. Ashampoo Slideshow -
Ashampoo Movie Menu: Create stylish presentation slideshows for important occasions. The
application creates slideshows for DVDs, Blu-ray, USB, media sticks, CDs or Android devices.
Ashampoo Movie Menu - Ashampoo Slideshow: Thousands of images, videos, graphics and other file
formats are supported. You can use your own pictures,

What's New in the?

Ashampoo Movie Menu is a smart and easy-to-use tool that lets you create professional-looking titles
for your DVD and Blu-ray discs. You can also create fully interactive previews that you can play,
share or stream online with friends. It offers a wide range of customization options that let you
create memorable and fun menus with original characters and logos. Ashampoo Movie Menu is
available for Windows 7, Windows 8 and Windows 10. Ashampoo MakeAvi Capture & Convert to DVD
or BluRay Ashampoo Movie Menu Free Version: $14.99 (EULA) Ashampoo Movie Menu is a smart and
easy-to-use tool that lets you create professional-looking titles for your DVD and Blu-ray discs. You
can also create fully interactive previews that you can play, share or stream online with friends. It
offers a wide range of customization options that let you create memorable and fun menus with
original characters and logos. Ashampoo Movie Menu is available for Windows 7, Windows 8 and
Windows 10. ========== TOASTMAN - APP TO CHECK AD BREAKS ========== **Devices
that are set to update automatically may not be immediately detected when power is first applied.**
If this is the case, users are reminded that updates are available and are able to check for updates to
the device online. If not the first time: a) USB cable is unplugged b) “Phone update” app is launched
and completed c) “Auto Sync” is checked in Settings If already the first time: a) USB cable is plugged
in b) “Phone update” app is launched and completed c) “Auto Sync” is unchecked in Settings If
something is not the first time: a) USB cable is plugged in b) “Phone update” app is launched and
completed c) “Auto Sync” is checked in Settings NOTE: Updates may not take place at all if a device
is already synchronized with other sync partners. This procedure may work with some devices but
not all. Please contact your device manufacturer or data provider for proper instructions. Important:
**Devices that are set to update automatically may not be immediately detected when power is first
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applied.** If this is the case, users are reminded that updates are available and are able to check for
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System Requirements For Ashampoo Movie Menu:

Operating System: Windows 10 Memory: 2GB Graphics: DirectX 11 graphics card with 1GB of VRAM
Processor: Intel Core i3, i5 or AMD Athlon or equivalent DirectX: Version 11 Keyboard & Mouse:
Microsoft Natural Ergonomic Keyboard 4000 Additional Notes: NOTE: Elegia Desktop is not
compatible with iOS devices and requires a Microsoft Windows OS Is Elegia a Free Game? Elegia will
be available as a free download in the Xbox Store and Windows Store this
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